
BESPOKE GLASS



1. BRIEFING
We discuss your new project: 
your marketing objectives, 
volumes, functional 
requirements, timeframes, 
tooling investments and unit 
cost targets.

6. PRODUCTION TRIALS
Our technical team visit your 
production trials to better 
understand the requirements 
for your packaging and 
logistical considerations. We 
make any final necessary 
adjustments.

2. DESIGN
Our inhouse designers 
create ideas that meet your 
functional considerations.

7. CONTRACT SIGNING
These contracts protect 
the interests of all parties, 
ensuring that proper 
consideration has been 
given to all aspects of the 
partnership.

3. PROTOTYPING
Having chosen your design 
we 3D print samples. You 
could opt for a high quality 
acrylic sample too.

8. PRODUCTION MOULDS
To enable full-scale 
production, enough moulds 
must be purchased to fill the 
entire forming machine. This 
can vary depending on the 
size of the machine, but is 
usually between 12 and 36 
mould sets.

4. PROPOSAL
Including mould build 
cost, unit costs, logistics 
scheduling, production 
scheduling, exclusivity, 
payment terms and 
contractual details. We will 
also advise on the timeline.

9. FULL PRODUCTION
Commencing according to 
the agreed schedule. Our 
logistics, production and 
quality managers will be in 
regular contact dialogue 
with your personnel.

5. TRIAL MOULD
For the production of circa 
50 samples. This mandatory 
step helps the factory 
optimise the production 
parameters for the full-scale 
production of your item. You 
can use these trial samples 
for your own production, 
packaging and logistics trials.

10. WAREHOUSING & 
DISTRIBUTION
Depending on needs, Aegg 
can warehouse buffer stock 
and manage the on-going 
deliveries of your packaging.
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SUFFOLK WAREHOUSE
AEGG LTD, OAKSMERE BUSINESS PARK, 
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